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A new particle named a coretron is reported as non-
baryionic in the present work. The C-fermion (a coretron
fermion) is identified as the lightest supersymmetric particle
(LSP). This particle is understood as a best candidate of the
non-baryonic dark matter and an origin of the matter. If
the concept of the present coretron is, succesfully, included in
the Standard model, several top questions such as the grav-
ity strength, the dominance of the matter in our cosmos, a
property of the large blackhole, et al. could be solved, too.
PACS number(s): 14.80.-j, 14.20.-c, 26.35.+c, 23.40.-s
By the Standard model of fundamental particles and
interactions, all of the observed particles and their pro-
cesses have been accounted for through the strong, weak
and electromagnetic interactions of the quarks and lep-
tons except gravity. It has been thought that the world
around us consists almost entirely of quarks, mostly the
up and down quarks and the leptons such as electrons.
In particle physics, there are still unsolved problems as
follows ; (1) Why does the matter dominate over the anti-
matter in our cosmos ? (2) What is the origin of the mass
? It is thought that these two questions are closely related
to each other. Therefore, an origin of the mass is one of
the basic problmes in paysics. Actually, the Higgs boson
and CP violation have been introduced to explain an ori-
gin of the matter. However, still it is not clear. Also, the
dark matter makes up about 90% of the total mass of the
galaxy. Most of the dark matter is non-baryonic. The ex-
perimental searchs for non-baryonic dark matter is very
challenging [1]. Two objects of the neutralino and the ax-
ion arise in theories of particle physics [2]. The neutralino
has the heavy mass between 30 and 104 times as much as
a proton and the axion is a very light object with a mass
between 10−6 and 10−3 eV. These two objects were not
observed yet, experimentally. In the present work, a new
particle named a coretron is reported. This particle can
be understood as a best candidate of the non-baryonic
dark matter and an origin of the matter.
I. DISCOVERY OF THE NEW PARTICLE
NAMED THE CORETRON
A proton and a neutron are the basic particles to form
the nucleus and the matter. The neutron(n) was discov-
ered in 1932 by Chadwick. The free neutron decays to
the proton in the half-life of 614.8 s. n→p+e−+¯ (−
decay). The free proton is very stable. The masses of n
and p are 939.6 and 938.3, respectively. In the nucleus
with several n’s and p’s, a electron capture process by p
occurs. Therefore a neutron is an excited state of a pro-
ton. Then, there is another process of + decay which is
observed only in the nucleus. p→n+e++ (+ decay).
Because the mass of a neutron is larger than the mass
of a proton, the question of the mass unbalance in the
+ decay arises. The energy of the − decay from a free
neutron is 0.782 MeV. But the energy of the + decay
from a free proton was not measured yet. The mass of a
neutron in the − decay should be larger than that of a
neutron in the + decay. This question comes from the
assumption that the former and latter neutrons are the
same.
This phenomenon has been roughly explained in the
viewpoint of the difference of the binding energies be-
tween protons and neutrons [3]. In orther words, the +
decay happens when the binding energy of a proton in
the nucleon is much weaker than the binding energy of a
neutron in the daughter nucleus. Let’s assume that the
+ decay energy emitted from the free proton is similar
to the − decay energy emitted from the free neutron.
Then the difference of the binding energies of a proton
in the mother nucleus and a neutron in the daughter
nucleus should be around 2.6 MeV which is the mass dif-
ference between two neutrons of the − and + decay
processes. The binding energy per a nucleon is around 8
MeV. [3]. If a binding energy of a neutron in the daugh-
ter nucleus is much stronger by 2.6 MeV than that of a
proton in the mother nucleus, the + decay can happen
but the electron capture process (EC) cannot. The +
decay has been observed upto the heavy mass isotopes
such as 136La [4]. The branching ratios of the electron
capture (EC) and + decay are 64 % and 36%, respec-
tively, for the decay of 136La to 136Ba [4]. There are
many cases similar to 136La [4]. Therefore, the concept
of the binding energy fails to explain the coexistence of
the + decay and the electron capture processes. And
the odd-even mass differences for neutrons and protons
are very similar [3]. The general trend in the observed
pairing energies for protons and neutrons is fitted by the
simple expression ∆ ≈12/A1/3. For example, the pair-
ing energy for neutrons in 136Ba is almost the same to
the pairing energy for protons in 136La ( see Fig. 2-5
in Ref. [3]). Therefore, the difference of 2.6 MeV for
the proton’s and the neutron’s binding energies for the
neighboring isotopes with ∆A=1 is too big to be real in
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the mass range of over 20.
Therefore, in the present work the new particle named
a coretron (C) is introduced as shown in Fig. 1. In
other words, a neutron produced from the + decay is
completely different from a neutron in the − decay. The
former neutron is called the coretron and the latter called
just the neutron in the present work. The new name of
a coretron comes from a core neutron because this is the
core part of a neutron and a proton as shown in Fig.
1. This coretron is electrically and color neutral. This
coretron behaves like a stable lighter neutron but is a
non-baryonic particle. This is a very new idea.
In the Standard model, three quarks form a baryon
such as n and p. Then the sum of the masses of three
quarks are 0.3(u quark) + 0.3(u quark) + 0.6(d quark) =
1.2 (MeV) for p and 0.3(u quark) + 0.6(d quark) + 0.6(d
quark) = 1.5 (MeV) for n, which are much smaller than
the masses of p and n. But if the mass of the coretron
(C) is properly added, the measured values of the masses
of p and n can be understood.
In the viewpoint of the coretron, it is well explained
why a free proton is very stable for the + decay but
a proton in the nucleus is not. This question has to be
closely related to many cases that the − decay from a
neutron in a nucleus is much faster than the − decay
from a free neutron. In the nucleus, every nucleons exist
in pair by the attractive nuclear force (strong interac-
tion), which can make much weaker the attractive inter-
action between the part consisting of three quarks and
the coretron. One nucleon within a nucleus can experi-
ence the + or − decay in the faster time. So even the
very stable proton can decay in a nucleus to the coretron
in a shorter time. This is the reason why the + decay
from a proton has been observed only in the nucleus and
there are many examples for the − decay from a neuron
in the nucleus with the much shorter half-life than that
from a free neutron.
For the free neutron, the decay comes from the
pair production of udd quark system into e+ and
e−. n=(C+udd) → C+e++e−++¯ (possible),
(C+uud)+e−+ ¯=p+e−+¯ (allowd as the − decay,
t1/2=614.8 s), and (C+u¯u¯d¯)+e++=p¯+e++ (forbid-
den). The third case is forbidden because matter and an-
timatter come from matter and antimatter, respectively.
For the free proton, p=(C+uud)=C+e++ (forbidden as
the + decay). It is because detaching e+ or uud from C
is very difficult. For the neutron in the nucleus, the de-
cay comes from the pair production of udd quark system
into e+ and e− and the nuclear force (strong interaction)
of p’s and n’s. Therefore, the decay of the neutron in the
nucleus can be easier than that of the free neutron. For
the proton in the nucleus, the + decay comes from the
nuclear force (strong interaction) of p’s and n’s. This is
why the + decay has been observed only from the pro-
ton in the nucleus. The electron capture of the proton in
the nucleus comes from the pair annihilation of e+ and e−
into udd. p+e−=(C+uud)+e−→(C+udd)+=n+. In
other words, proton and neutron are made by the gravi-
tational interaction between the coretron and the cluster
of the three quarks. The strong interaction is active be-
tween quarks and weak interaction is active between the
proton, the neutron and the coretron. Also, the elec-
tromagnetic interaction is active between particles with
charges. Therefore, the gravitational force palys a main
role on the matter formation of the basic particle called
the coretron discovered, for the first time, in the present
work.
II. A CORETRON AND THE LIGHTEST
SUPERSYMMETRIC PARTICLE (LSP)
A coretron is a non-baryonic particle. For quarks and a
coretron to be confined in a small size of a nucleon, three
quarks have to be strongly correlated to a coretron by
the graviational force which seems to be as strong as the
other forces in this small size of the space. This observa-
tion suggests that the gravity rule needs to be changed in
the very small size such as the micro-world of a nucleon.
It was reported in Ref. [5] that the extra dimensions are
needed to make the gravity strong enough to unite with
the other forces. The possibility that the gravity could
be very strong in the space less than a nucleon size might
give a clue to the unification of the four interactions in-
cluding the gravitational interaction. Researchers came
up with the theory to explain why the Standard model
of particle physics can give a common explanation for
all the forces of nature except gravity. But this question
might be solved when the coretron which is discovered in
the present work is added in the Standard model succes-
fully.
A proton and a neutron are the fermions with the spin
of 1/2. This spin originates from the spins of three quarks
which have been well established by the Standard model.
This means that a confined coretron placed in a center
of a baryon such as p and n should be a boson with the
spin of 0 or 1 as shown Fig. 1. Now let’s think of a
free coretron following the + decay of p. This coretron
has been so far used as another neutron located in some
orbitals of the neutron shell without any problems. This
means that a coretron coming from the + decay of p is a
fermion such as a neutron with the spin of 1/2 as shown
in Fig. 2. Therefore, a confined coretron placed at the
center of a proton and a neutron, and a free coretron
following the + decay of p differ in spin by half a unit
and exist in pair of a coretron-boson (C-boson) and a
coretron-fermion (C-fermion). The coexistence of boson
and fermion has been studied in the viewpoint of the Su-
persymmetric model[6]. A C-fermion exists alone, but a
C-boson does not. This fact tells that a C-boson decays
to a C-fermion. According to the Supersymmetric model
[6], “ the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) is ab-
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solutely stable and must eventually be produced at the
end of a decay chain initiated by the decay of a heavy
unstable supersymmetric particle. Also, in order to be
consistent with cosmological constraints, a stable LSP is
almost certainly electrically and color neutral. ” There-
fore, a coretron of C-fermion could be the LSP suggested
in Spersymmetric model. And a coretron of C-boson is
the Supersymmetric partner of a coretron of C-fermion.
The coretron of C-fermion could explain the cold dark
matter which is a very important component of the non-
baryonic dark matter that is required in many models of
cosmology and galaxy formation.
III. MICRO BLACKHOLE AND AN ORIGIN OF
THE MASS
At the very early time after Big Bang, it is expected
that the quark-gluon plasma state occurs. As the tem-
perature has been getting colder and colder, the proton
and the neutron are formed. This is the scenario of the
building blocks of the matter formation. However, ac-
cording to the present work, a C-fermion and a C-boson
have to be added to the process of the matter forma-
tion. This coretron (C-boson and C-fermion) does not
have the anti-coretron. A coretron feels the attractive
force induced by the gravitational force and strong force
which exchanges the 0 meson, and the weak interac-
tion through the e+ capture by the C-fermion. From
the Big Bang of the super blackhole, antimatters and
matters such as a quark, an antiquark, an electron, a
positron, a nutrino, an antinutrino and lots of excited
matters and antimatters are made. From the symmetry
of the pair production, most of matters and antimatters
can be annihilated. Also, many micro blackholes have
been formed from the Big Bang. These micro blackholes
are thought to be an origin of the coretron or the mass. In
other words, the coretron is a lightest blackhole or micro
blackhole. Therefore at the very begining after Big Bang,
the coretron-graviton plasma exists with the quark-gluon
plasma. As the time has passed a little more, an electron,
a positron, a nutrino, an antinutrino and a coretron (C-
fermion) were prevalent. A coretron of C-boson decays
to a coretron of C-fermion or forms a baryon such as p
and n with three quarks. Nearly all of baryons were an-
nihilated in pairs with antibaryons.
Therefore, there are two cases to build the matter and
the antimatter from C-fermion. (1) the e+ capture pro-
cess by a C-fermion to make a proton. (2) the e− capture
process by a C-fermion to make an antiproton. These two
processes are symmetrically balanced in the whole scale
of the universe. But this symmetry between these two
processes can be broken in the local region. If the e+
capture process by C-fermion is dominant locally, pro-
tons are made more than antiprotons and the extra elec-
trons remain locally. After the annihilation of a proton
and an antiproton pair, the extra protons remain. These
extra protons can capture the extra electrons to be the
neutrons. Conclusively, protons, electrons and neutrons
become the building blocks of the local cosmos which
consists of only the matters like our present cosmos. If
the e− capture process by a C-fermion is dominant lo-
cally, antiprotons are made more than protons and the
extra positrons remain locally. After the annihilation
of a proton and an antiproton pair, the extra antipro-
tons remain. These extra antiprotons can capture the
extra positrons to be the antineutrons. Conclusively, an-
tiprotons, positrons and antineutrons become the build-
ing blocks of the local cosmos which consists of only the
antimatters. If the e− capture process and the e+ cap-
ture process by C-fermion are exactly balanced, the only
remaining things in this local cosmos are the C-fermions
and its excited forms. Therefore, there are three kinds of
cosmoses in the universe.
In all these three types of cosmoses, the C-fermions are
dispersed everywhere. These C-fermions are the source of
the cold dark matters. These C-fermions considered here
as the lightest blackhole so called micro blackhole can
be densely populated locally to form the large blackhole.
There are many micro blackholes around the surface of
the large blackhole to have the low density. The γ rays
from the decay of these micro blackholes on the surface of
the large blackhole could escape in part to be observed in
the earth. For example, C-boson decays to C-fermion to
emit the γ radiation. The bright radio source Sgr A is a
prime candidate for the giant blackhole that is thought to
lie in the center of our Galaxy [7]. This blackhole shines
so brightly. The γ radiations emitted from the decay of
C-bosons to C-fermions surrounding the blackhole might
give a right answer to why Sgr A shines so brightly.
It is expected that there are many excited forms of the
C-fermion which decay to the C-fermion. Many excited
forms of the coretron can decay to the lighter coretrons
by emitting lots of γ radiations which are called the cos-
mic radiations. The search for these excited forms of
the coretron will be the interesting topic of the particle
physics.
IV. C-FERMION DISCOVERED AS THE THIRD
TYPE OF A NUCLEON
The C-fermion has to be considered as the third type
of a nucleon as shown in Fig. 2. Np+Nn+NC=A. A is
the mass number. NP , Nn, and NC are proton number,
neutron number and C-fermion number, respectively. A
neutron and a C-fermion are so similar to be placed
in the same orbitals except the fact that a neutron is
a baryon but a coretron is not. But still a C-fermion
can interact with another C-fermion or another neutron
by exchanging the 0 meson. The most stable nucleus
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with the proton number of Np, has the neutron number
of Nn and the C-fermion number of NC . This isotope
is defined as A(Np,Nn,NC) which has the ground state
with 0 level energy as shown in Fig. 3. Another isomer
states can occur when the position of a neutron and a C-
fermion in the orbital is exchanged. The exchanged en-
ergy will be low. The nucleus based on this isomer state
is defined as B(Np,Nn,NC). This concept might explain
several lowlying isomer states observed experimentally.
Another kind of isomer state comes from the transfor-
mation of a C-fermion into a neutron. Then the nucle-
ons can be rearranged to the superdeformed or hyperde-
formed state from the normal deformed state. The nu-
cleus based on this state is defined as S(Np,Nn+1,NC-1).
The above three types of isomer states are plotted in Fig.
3. Then the transitions emitted from S(Np,Nn+1,NC-1)
to A(Np,Nn,NC) and B(Np,Nn,NC) can go through the
high energy γ transition and the e+e−¯ decay. There-
fore, the observation of the high energy γ transitions
emitted from S(Np,Nn+1,NC-1) to A(Np,Nn,NC) and
B(Np,Nn,NC) could be difficult because of another possi-
ble ways going through the e+e−¯ decay. This concept
might explain why it is difficult to observe the high en-
ergy γ transitions linking the superdeformed and normal
deformed bands.
In summary, a new particle named a coretron is re-
ported as the third type of a nucleon in the present work.
This coretron is the supersymmetric particle which has
a pair of a fermion and a boson. A coretron fermion
and a coretron boson are called here as a C-fermion
and a C-boson, respectively. The C-fermion is identi-
fied as the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) in the
present work. The coretron is a non-baryonic particle
and does not have a anticoretron. It is suggested that
the C-fermion might be an origin of the mass and the
source of the cold dark matters. If the concept of the
present coretron is, succesfully, included in the Standard
model, several top questions such as the gravity strength,
the dominance of the matter in our cosmos, a property
of the large blackhole, et al. could be solved. The search
for the coretron-graviton plasma can be done in the fa-
cility of relativistic heavy ion collider (RHIC) along with
the search for the quark-gluon plasma. Also, the search
for the e+e−¯ decay linking the superdeformed and nor-
mal deformed bands will be an important subject in the
nuclear structure physics. Also, it is expected that the
coretron plays an important role in determining the nu-
clear srtucture such as the isomer states et al.. It will be
good if the number of the coretron in each isotope and
the mass of a coretron are observed in the near furture.
It is expected that there are many excited forms of the
C-fermion which decay to the C-fermion. Many excited
forms of the coretron can decay to the lighter coretron
by emitting lots of γ radiations which are called the cos-
mic radiations. The search for these excited forms of
the coretron will be the interesting topic of the particle
physics. In this world, the C-fermion is discovered only
in the nucleus through the + decay of a proton and C-
boson is discovered only to be confined with the three
quarks in the nucleon. But these coretrons are thought
to be dispersed in our cosmos or our Galaxy. Specially it
might be most possible to confirm the presence of these
coretrons near the large blackholes. So the understand-
ing of the coretron as the micro blackhole could make a
contribution to uncover the mystery of our Galaxy. This
is the first paper to discover the concept of the coretron.
Therefore further and better works are necessary follow-
ing this work.
This is the very possible idea induced from the deep un-
derstanding of the beta decay. The author, J.K. Hwang,
will appreciate many comments from everybody through
the E-mail.
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Figure Captions
Figure 1: The decay patters of proton, neutron, an-
tiproton, and antineutron to the coretron of C-fermion. C
and C represent a coretron of C-fermion and a coretron
of C-boson, respectively. u and d are up and down
quarks, respectively.
Figure 2: proton, neutron and C-fermion described as
the components of the nucleus.
Figure 3: Isomer states depending on the C-fermions. It
is shown that the nuclear band structure can be affected
by changing the status of a C-fermion. Np+Nn+NC=A.
A is the mass number. NP , Nn, and NC are proton
number, neutron number and C-fermion number, respec-
tively.
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